A theoretical study of some new analogues of the anti-cancer drug camptothecin.
The enzyme topoisomerase I (topo I), which is essential for cell replication, transiently causes a DNA single strand break and makes a complex with it. The anti-cancer agent camptothecin (CPT) binds to the topo I-DNA complex and stabilizes it, preventing resealing of the broken DNA strand and cell growth. Considering the structural factors of CPT that are believed to be involved in stabilizing the topo I-DNA complex via hydrogen bonding and stacking interactions, designs of two new analogues of CPT (topo I inhibitors) have been suggested. The molecular geometries of CPT, two of its analogues and certain other related molecules included in the study were fully optimized in both gas phase and aqueous media at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of density functional theory. Solvation effects of aqueous media were treated using the polarizable continuum model (PCM). Net CHelpG charges and surface molecular electrostatic potentials (MEP) near the atomic sites of the molecules were studied. Structural analogy and surface MEP values suggests that the two new CPT analogues studied here would be potent topoisomerase I inhibitors.